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Context for both Beginning and Advanced Writers: 

First, look back at your writing on character and on cast and dialogue from Class Sessions 1 and 2. 
(If you haven’t written those assignments, that’s fine – you can write this one anyway – but take a 
look back at the Class Session 1 page and the Class Session 2 page and notice what the goals of 
those assignments were.) Think about how characters and character relationships can be established 
in fiction. Think about how dialogue can be used to establish those characters and their 
relationships. And think about how the Class Session 2 assignment asked to you to introduce a 
problem or a mystery into your writing.  

Boris Fishman suggests in his craft talk that such plot elements should be introduced up front, as in 
this D. H. Lawrence story: the problem of money and Paul’s awareness of this problem are 
established immediately, and the plot of the story springs from his desire to solve this problem. His 
mother’s character (as he and his sisters perceive it) and his relationship to her are established 
immediately as well. You may notice as you look back at Class Sessions 1 and 2 that you have 
already begun to work with establishing some key elements of plot: by establishing your characters’ 
personalities and histories, their relationships to one another, and a problem or mystery to be solved, 
you began to create a psychological drive for the plot of a story. You may or may not agree that plot 
elements should be introduced up front. For beginning writers, we ask that you try to establish them 
up front and see how it goes. For experienced writers, you may establish them up front or not, as 
you prefer. 

Writing Assignment for Beginning Writers: 

Write a story with at least two characters. These can be newly created characters or the characters 
from your Class Session 1 and 2 assignments. As Stephen Lovely suggested, be sure they want 
something. Their wants can serve as a main conflict in your story. Establish these two characters’ 
desires and the problem of their opposing desires/wants up front, as Boris Fishman suggests, within 
the first few paragraphs. You can show us this through dialogue, action, and/or your characters’ 
internal thoughts, but try to avoid directly telling us, as the writer, what they want and why their 
desires are opposed. Next, add an external event that forces them to interact with each other. They 
can also interact with more characters if you wish, but they don’t have to; you can use only two 
characters if you prefer. Imagine the kinds of situations that demand conversation, response, 
movement, or problem-solving: people begin exiting an auditorium in the middle of a performance, 
a fire alarm starts ringing and soon stops, an injured bird flies in through an open office window, 
rain starts to fall at an unsheltered bus stop. As the characters respond to the situation, move the 
two characters toward attaining their desires (the rising action), establish a climax where one or both 
of them must make the decision to abandon their desires, and complete the story.  

For example, perhaps one of your characters, a doctor, wants to buy a particular house that is for 
sale on the main street of his city, because he is lonely and wants to live in a busy area with many 
new neighbors. Perhaps the seller of the house has decided that he does not want to sell the house 
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to the first character, because he does not like doctors. For an external force, perhaps you will 
decide that your two characters will become trapped in an elevator that is stuck between floors. 
What will we learn about who these people are and why they want what they want? How will this 
situation force a resolution of their conflict? 

If you’re having trouble finding a way to force your characters into action, try Jonathan Lethem’s 
suggestion: take an incomplete idea from your imagination, something you thought about in the 
past, and put it into a radically different setting. See what external force seems like the best choice to 
you now that you have a setting to work with. See what you learn about your characters as this 
external event pushes them into action. 

Suggested word range: 1,000-1,500 words. 

 

Writing Assignment for Advanced Writers: 

Write a story with any number of characters (these can be newly created characters or borrowed 
from your Class Session 1 and 2 writing assignments), where an external force demands that a 
character or all the characters jump into action. Additionally, include in the story a separate decision 
made by a character/the characters that does not result directly from the external force. You can 
introduce these characters, this external force, and this internal force in any order, at any time. 

For example: three characters are on a bus that has stopped at an intersection. The driver spots a 
man walking on the sidewalk, exits the bus, and chases the man around the corner, leaving the 
characters stalled on a driverless bus with angry drivers lining up behind them. One character begins 
laughing uncontrollably. A second character gets into the driver’s seat and tries to drive the bus, and 
a third character tries to stop him. The driver’s exit is the external force that causes their reactions. 
Also in the story, the second character decides to accept a job offer in another city. His internal 
decision may be connected in some way to his experience on the bus, but it is not directly caused by 
the driver leaving the bus. We ask you to work with both an external force and an internal force to 
help you experiment with the creation of a richer plot: these two forces may be related in a way that 
is very clear to us, your readers, or they may appear not to be related, but as your story unfolds, you 
will make use of both forces to show us who these characters are and why they are doing what they 
are doing. 

As you construct your plot, consider what decisions you are making with regard to structural 
organization, character interiority, and subtext. You might think of the decisions you make as 
“information management.” Information management is simply the way in which you choose to 
reveal to or withhold from the reader particular elements in the story. It is related to plotting 
decisions because what you choose to reveal, and when you choose to reveal it, will determine how 
the story feels to your reader. To return to the example of the abandoned bus, your plot remains the 
same whether or not you tell us why the bus driver left the bus or why the first character laughed. 
But our experience of your story will change if you reveal why those characters made those 
decisions. And if you do show us why those characters made those decisions, when you reveal their 
motivations will also change our experience of your story. You could show us their motivations right 
away, or you could reveal them gradually, or you could never reveal them at all. How could changing 
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what we know about these characters, and when we learn it, change our experience of your plot as it 
unfolds? And how could changing the order or visibility of the external events change our 
experience? For example, if the story opens with a woman laughing on the driver-less bus without 
context or previous information, how would your reader understand her psychological or emotional 
state differently than if we saw the bus driver leave and then we saw her begin laughing as a clear 
response to his exit? How would that affect our understanding of the story itself?  

If you get stuck as you’re trying to put together characters and forces, you could try Jonathan 
Lethem’s juxtaposition and causality suggestions to push yourself forward. 

Suggested word range: 1,000-1,500 words. 

 


